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QUESTION 1

A company has 12 million records, and a nightly integration queries these records. 

Which two areas should a Data Architect investigate during troubleshooting if queries are timing out? (Choose two.) 

A. Make sure the query doesn\\'t contain NULL in any filter criteria. 

B. Create a formula field instead of having multiple filter criteria. 

C. Create custom indexes on the fields used in the filter criteria. 

D. Modify the integration users\\' profile to have View All Data. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers wants to develop a dashboard in Salesforce that will allow Sales Managers to do data exploration
using their mobile device (i.e., drill down into sales-related data) and have the possibility of adding ad-hoc filters while
on the move. What is a recommended solution for building data exploration dashboards in Salesforce? 

A. Create a Dashboard in an external reporting tool, export data to the tool, and add link to the dashboard in
Salesforce. 

B. Create a Dashboard in an external reporting tool, export data to the tool, and embed the dashboard in Salesforce
using the Canval toolkit. 

C. Create a standard Salesforce Dashboard and connect it to reports with the appropriate filters. 

D. Create a Dashboard using Analytics Cloud that will allow the user to create ad-hoc lenses and drill down. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wishes to migrate 700,000 Account records in a single migration into Salesforce. What is the recommended
solution to migrate these records while minimizing migration time? 

A. Use Salesforce Soap API in parallel mode. 

B. Use Salesforce Bulk API in serial mode. 

C. Use Salesforce Bulk API in parallel mode. 

D. Use Salesforce Soap API in serial mode. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

UC has a classic encryption for Custom fields and is leveraging weekly data reports for data backups. During the data
validation of exported data UC discovered that encrypted field values are still being exported as part of data exported.
What should a data architect recommend to make sure decrypted values are exported during data export? 

A. Set a standard profile for Data Migration user, and assign view encrypted data 

B. Create another field to copy data from encrypted field and use this field in export 

C. Leverage Apex class to decrypt data before exporting it. 

D. Set up a custom profile for data migration user and assign view encrypted data. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has a Salesforce org with multiple automated processes defined for group membership
processing, UC also has multiple admins on staff that perform manual adjustments to the role hierarchy. The automated
tasks and manual tasks overlap daily, and UC is experiencing "lock errors" consistently. 

What should a data architect recommend to mitigate these errors? 

A. Enable granular locking. 

B. Remove SOQL statements from Apex Loops. 

C. Enable sharing recalculations. 

D. Ask Salesforce support for additional CPU power. 

Correct Answer: B 
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